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A library is not just a collection of books, but also the buildings that house them. As varied and
inventive as the volumes they hold, such buildings can be much more than the dusty, dark
wooden shelves found in mystery stories or the catacombs of stacks in the basements of
academia. From the great dome of the Library of Congress, to the white façade of the Seinäjoki
Library in Finland, to the ancient ruins of the library of Pergamum in modern Turkey, the
architecture of a library is a symbol of its time as well as of its builders’ wealth, culture, and
learning. Architectural historian James Campbell and photographer Will Pryce traveled the globe
together, visiting and documenting over eighty libraries that exemplify the many different
approaches to thinking about and designing libraries. The result of their travels, The Library: A
World History is one of the first books to tell the story of library architecture around the world and
through time in a single volume, from ancient Mesopotamia to modern China and from the
beginnings of writing to the present day. As these beautiful and striking photos reveal, each age
and culture has reinvented the library, molding it to reflect their priorities and preoccupations—
and in turn mirroring the history of civilization itself. Campbell’s authoritative yet readable text
recounts the history of these libraries, while Pryce’s stunning photographs vividly capture each
building’s structure and atmosphere. Together, Campbell and Pryce have produced a landmark
book—the definitive photographic history of the library and one that will be essential for the
home libraries of book lovers and architecture devotees alike.

"In a new book, The Library: A World History, author James Campbell and photographer Will
Pryce survey the world's libraries, from the expansive new National Library of China to the
Tripitaka Koreana, which was built in 1251 in South Korea and is one of the oldest intact libraries
in the world. The book is full of interesting asides." ― Boston Globe“Campbell’s new history of
library architecture, with spectacular photographs by Pryce, takes us on a global tour . . . from
the clay tablet storehouses of ancient Mesopotamia and the beautiful repositories of Buddhist
sutra blocks and paper prints in Korea and Japan, to the grandiose designs and multimedia
extravaganzas of the 21st century. . . .The Library: A World History puts such creations into long
perspective, showing how book technology, readers’ needs and architectural solutions have co-
evolved (or, occasionally, been at loggerheads).” ― Financial Times“The photographs by Will
Pryce are technically flawless, and they give point and purpose to a text which is not only
informative but persuasive. The message is clear: of the making of libraries there can be no
end." ― Times Literary Supplement“The Library is a fascinating look into the history of library
buildings across time and space. With its large format and stunning photographs, the book is
both decorative and educational, like the libraries it describes.” ― Key ReporterAbout the
AuthorJames W. P. Campbell is a fellow and director of studies in architecture and history of art



at Queens’ College, Cambridge. His most recent books include Brick: A World History (also with
Will Pryce) and Building St Paul’s. Will Pryce is an award-winning photographer based in London
who originally trained as an architect. His previous books include World Architecture: The
Masterworks, Big Shed, and The Architecture of Wood: A World History.
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The Library: An Illustrated History



Z Hayes, “Meticulously researched and beautifully photographed book on the history of libraries.
"The Library: A World History" by James W.P. Campbell is a beautiful book. At 328 pages long,
there is much to appreciate within, and if you are a bibliophile like I am, you will find yourself
mesmerized. I spent a good portion of this afternoon (about four hours) reading and perusing
this wonderful book that stitches together a compelling narrative about the history of libraries
throughout time. Almost every page contains a full color photograph that captures the beauty of
various libraries found throughout the world.The author follows a chronological format in
describing these libraries. The focus is not so much on the content of the libraries, although the
photographs capture the tomes in all their glory, showcased in beautiful and majestic settings,
but more on the history of the libraries and how they came into existence. As I am fascinated by
history, I was particularly riveted by the chapter on the libraries of the ancient world, amazed at
how the Library of Celsus (AD 135) in Ephesus, Turkey came to be; the ruins of the Library of
Ashurbanipal in Nineveh, Iraq, and also the chapter on libraries in the Middle Ages. The history
behind each structure is compelling and spellbinding, and any booklover or student of
architecture will find much to enjoy in this book.There are interesting nuggets of information
alongside detailed descriptions of history and architecture. For example, can you imagine that
the Shiba Ryotaro Museum in Osaka, Japan contains the entire book collection of the famed
author himself, all 20,000 volumes? Or the fact that the second Earl Spencer was a bibliophile
himself and was one of the earliest English aristocrats to amass a large private book collection
which was housed in his country estate. He went on to found the Roxburghe Club, which was an
exclusive club for book collectors, and he eventually donated his book collection to the British
Museum.Here's the contents of the book for easy reference:Chapter One: Lost Beginnings -
Libraries in the Ancient WorldChapter Two: Cloisters, Codices, and Chests - Libraries in the
Middle AgesChapter Three: Cupboards, Chains, and Stalls - Libraries in the 16th
CenturyChapter Four: Walls, Domes, and Alcoves - Libraries in the 17th CenturyChapter Five:
Angels, Frescoes, and Secret Doors - Libraries in the 18th CenturyChapter Six: Iron Stacks,
Gaslights, and Card Catalogues - Libraries in the 19th CenturyChapter Seven: Electricity,
Concrete, and Steel - Libraries in the 20th CenturyChapter Eight: The Future of Libraries in the
Electronic AgeThere are comprehensive notes, a bibliographical essay, and an index at the back
of the book. The photographs by Will Pryce make this book an aesthetic piece of art, and I would
go as far as to say, this is a must-have for anyone who has enjoyed the beauty of a book and
who loves spending time in a library.”

Hande Z, “Boundless store of knowledge. As usual, this Thames & Hudson book is a wonderful
coffee table book. It is also an indispensable resource book for any bibliophile. The photographs
by Will Pryce are works or art and had there been no text the book would still be a wonderful five-
star book, but the text concerning the history of libraries is an informative addition and makes



this the best of the three big books on libraries of the world. Chapter one takes us to the libraries
of the ancient world. Sadly, the library of Pergamum, described as ‘second only to the Library of
Alexandria’ has better coverage than the Library of Alexandria itself, but that is because there is
virtually no historical material other than hearsay evidence of its existence. The book goes on to
cover the libraries of the middle ages with the author taking us to the cloisters, codices, and
chests of those libraries. Chapter 3 concerns the libraries of the 16th century where books are
first found chained to the selves. The rest of the book takes us in successive chapters to libraries
in the 17th century until we see the beginnings of the modern libraries in chapters 6 and 7, that
is, from the gaslit libraries to libraries of electricity, concrete and steel. The last chapter, chapter
8 takes us right into the future with amazing libraries such as the Liyuan Library in China, made
of wood, and the Grim Centre in Berlin. Two contrasting models of the imaginative creations that
indicate to us that in spite of digital books, libraries are still relevant and important. The other two
big books on libraries are the 2005 edition, ‘Libraries’, a magnificent book of delightful
photographs by Candida Hoffer and a charming essay by Umberto Eco. The third is ‘Libraries’ by
an unnamed team of Roads Publishing. This is the thinnest volume and focuses on modern
libraries. The Thames & Hudson volume is by far the most expensive, but if you are getting only
one, that should be the one.”

Ames, “Eye candy. What an informative and BEAUTIFUL book.”

Tony B., “fantastic. I bought this book as it was offered by another book club I belong to: The
Folio Society. It was highly recommended, and they weren't wrong, it is a great book to read and
browse. I also have a small library in my house and wanted to improve the look of the book
cases (I am also a wood worker) and thought this would provide some wonderful inspiration, and
that it did. But the vast number of libraries in the world, nearly all I would never, but would love to,
see, is astonishing. A few of them I have seen talked about on various TV shows lately, the
History channel for one if memory serves me, and it was also great to see in this book, very old
library's that have been in existence for centuries, like one in Turkey since AD 155, although not
sure it has books in it any more, or what they used for books back then. Then there is one in
South Korea from 1251. Still in use! But one of the things I love the most is the huge libraries,
seemingly stories high made of beautiful wood carvings, citing one example: The Library of the
Abbey of St. Gall, St. Gallen, Switzerland, 1765. A beautiful book that will keep you enthralled for
ages, especially if you are a book lover as well as someone who will get excited over the
magnificence of the architecture of libraries, inside and out.”

PC, “Lovely book. Brought as a gift. Great quality. Lovely pictures. Great book”

Dr. Tim Parker, “Highlights some of the world's best library spaces. I love libraries. When visiting
somewhere, the library (and museums) are must-visits. Why? There's the lure of the collection



itself, sometimes containing special items that I wouldn't get to see elsewhere. And then there's
the space itself. Libraries, like churches, are built to last, built to awe and inspire, and built to be
practical. Libraries range from dull and dreary to magnificent and wonderful. This book looks at
the second type, obviously!This is a collaboration between a photographer taking beautiful
images of these spaces (and as such making a wonderful coffee-table type book), as well as a
writer delving into the space and collections. The libraries are world-wide, ranging from the
oldest intact library in the world (in Korea) to some of the incredible new spaces being built in
places like China. They cover every type of architecture imaginable (and a few that I wouldn't
have imagined). The photographs are stunning and inspiring.More than a study of libraries, this
is a study of the science of the library, too. It looks at why libraries exist at all, how they have
changed as book technology has evolved, and how they cater to their patron's requirements
over the years. It looks at the special collections as much as the routine. The repository of
human history to the dispensing of the latest top-10 books. It's a statement on the capturing of
human knowledge, how we convey that knowledge, and how we house an archive of that
knowledge. It is a scholarly work, at heart, but framed in a context that makes it interesting and
beautiful to look through.This is a rare volume, mostly because I can think of no other book that
captures this subject so eloquently and beautifully. The combination of words and pictures is
just right, allowing even a casual browser of the pictures to learn, and those who actually read to
wonder at the marvelous photography. This has been one of my favorite books of the past year,
and I am delighted to have it in my own library!”

Erick Yrreby, “Un Must para todo "ratón de biblioteca". Hermosas fotografías e información
básica acerca de algunas de las principales bibliotecas del mundo. Esta nueva edición incluye
dos bibliotecas mexicanas: la Biblioteca Palafoxiana, referente obligado por constituirse como la
primera biblioteca pública del continente americano, y también se ilustra la biblioteca
Vasconcelos del arquitecto Alberto Kalach. Para cualquier interesado en la historia de las
colecciones de libros y creación de las mas bellas bibliotecas, es un referente fundamental con
fotografías diversas acerca de estos templos del saber.Múltiples páginas se ocupan de cientos
de Bibliotecas (Real Monasterio de el Escorial, Biblioteca Clementina, del Congreso de Estados
Unidos, etc.)”

Cliente Ebook Library, “o sonho dos sonhos.. são muitos sonhos dentro de um único sonho
primorosamente encadernado. Não estão todas as grandes bibliotecas desse nosso planeta.
São milhares e sei que seria impossível reuni-las todas em uma única obra. Mas o que tem já
da para fazer muitas viagens. Conheci algumas destas grandes bibliotecas e certamente
utilizarei o livro como roteiro para minhas próximas viagens de re-descobrimento destes
monumentos arquitetônicos do saber.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good book. Really niceVery informative beautiful picturesHowever



nothing of indian librariesOtherwise good”

The book by Sam Keen has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 196 people have provided feedback.
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